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H A B E A S C O R P U S

Supreme Court’s Surprising Lineup in Magwood v. Patterson
Reflects Consistency in Justices’ Philosophies on Habeas Corpus

BY JONATHAN M. KIRSHBAUM

I n his nearly 20 years on the U.S. Supreme Court,
Justice Clarence Thomas has not been much of a fan
of state prisoners in habeas corpus cases. In fact,

prior to this past term, Thomas had only written two
opinions ruling in favor of state habeas petitioners. And

in both cases, he was writing for a unanimous court. It
just goes to show that, once every 10 years, even a con-
servative justice like Thomas has no choice but to agree
with judges across the ideological spectrum that the ha-
beas petitioner has the better argument.

However, whenever there had been a split in the
court, Thomas invariably wrote against the habeas peti-
tioner. In fact, before June, Thomas had never written a
majority opinion for a split court in favor of a habeas
petitioner.

But then an unusual thing happened. On June 24, the
court issued its opinion in Magwood v. Patterson, 130 S.
Ct. 2788 (2010). In a contentious 5-4 decision, Thomas
wrote the majority opinion ruling in favor of a habeas
petitioner. But the unusual nature of the opinion did not
end there. The decision in Magwood split up the typical
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conservative and liberal voting blocs. Justice Antonin
Scalia joined the more liberal Justices John Paul
Stevens, Sonia Sotomayor, and Steven G. Breyer in the
majority while the typically liberal Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg joined the remaining conservative justices in
Justice Anthony M. Kennedy’s dissent.

What type of highly charged issue could result in
such an unusual judicial breakdown, splitting the typi-
cal alliances in habeas cases? Well, it actually was a
quite simple procedural question: What constitutes a
second or successive application for habeas relief?

While simple on its face, this question unleashed a
heated battle involving the most reasonable reading of
the language of the habeas statutes and the purposes of
the law that created that very language, namely the An-
titerrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996. The
court’s answer to the question has potentially far-
reaching implications as to how great a role the long
history of habeas corpus still plays in deciding habeas
cases.

So, how did it happen? How did two conservative jus-
tices end up on the more liberal side of the issue, shun-
ning Congress and the history of the Great Writ in the
process? The justices’ individual judicial philosophies
played a key role. And a significant additional factor
seemed to be intellectual consistency. These justices’
actions in a prior case provide strong clues as to why
Magwood came down the way it did. And the end re-
sult: a highly favorable opinion for habeas petitioners.

Downward Trajectory. After returning from military
service in Vietnam, Billy Joe Magwood began to abuse
pain medication and, in 1975, he pleaded nolo conten-
dere to illegally possessing narcotics. He was sentenced
to four years in the Coffee County jail in Elba, Ala.

Sheriff C.F. ‘‘Neil’’ Grantham was the officer in
charge of the jail. As Magwood’s time in jail progressed,
he became openly hostile to his jailers, particularly
Grantham. Magwood believed that the sheriff had im-
prisoned him without cause and had otherwise been
treating him unfairly. Magwood vowed to get his re-
venge on the sheriff.

Whether the sheriff had actually mistreated Mag-
wood was never really established. The cause of Mag-
wood’s grievances had a different root. Casting a long
shadow over the entire case was the fact that Magwood
suffered with a severe mental illness. He developed
paranoid schizophrenia upon his return from Vietnam,
and the condition worsened while he was incarcerated.
His paranoia led him to believe that the sheriff had been
interfering with missions that the Army had sent him
through a surgically implanted device. A psychiatrist
who examined Magwood after his arrest stated, ‘‘Billy
Joe Magwood falls into the category that would be
called crazy in Stockholm; he would be called crazy in
Calcutta, in Tokyo, any place. He is a schizophrenic. He
is not in the borderline category.’’

Magwood was released from prison and, on March 1,
1979, he approached Grantham outside the jailhouse.
Magwood pulled out a gun and shot the sheriff three
times. After exchanging fire with a deputy, he got into
his car and drove away. The police later arrested Mag-
wood as he sat on his front porch awaiting their arrival.

Change in State Law. At the time of the shooting, Ala-
bama law made it a ‘‘capital offense’’ to kill a sheriff
who was on duty or because of a job-related act. How-
ever, under Alabama law as understood on March 1,

1979, the commission of a ‘‘capital offense’’ was not
enough to sentence that person to death. Instead, the
trial judge also had to find that one or more ‘‘aggravat-
ing circumstances’’ were present in the case. The judge
could impose the death penalty upon concluding that
the aggravating circumstances outweighed any mitigat-
ing circumstances that the judge might find. Murdering
a sheriff while on duty or because of a job-related act
was not an aggravating circumstance.

Magwood proceeded to trial and raised an insanity
defense. The jury rejected the defense and convicted
him of capital murder. At the sentencing phase, the
judge found no aggravating circumstances and found
two mitigating circumstances. Despite the lack of ag-
gravating circumstances, the judge sentenced Mag-
wood to die by electrocution.

On appeal, the judge’s decision was upheld on the ba-
sis of a 1981 Alabama Supreme Court decision, Ex
parte Kyzer, 399 So. 2d 330 (Ala. 1981). In that case, the
court changed the state of law in Alabama, concluding
that a court could treat the commission of a ‘‘capital of-
fense’’ as an aggravating factor that could justify a
death sentence.

Late Fair-Warning Challenge. The Due Process Clause
contains what’s known as a ‘‘fair warning’’ require-
ment. This rule prohibits the retroactive application of
judicial interpretations of criminal statutes that are ‘‘un-
expected and indefensible by reference to the law
which has been expressed prior to the conduct in is-
sue.’’ In Magwood’s case, the argument would be that
he cannot be sentenced to death for an act that could
not support the death penalty at the time it was commit-
ted. Put more simply, the judge’s finding of no aggra-
vating circumstances meant that the death penalty
could not be imposed. While Magwood challenged the
propriety of his death sentence on appeal, it does not
appear that he presented this specific fair-warning
claim.

Eight days before his scheduled execution, Magwood
filed a petition for a writ of habeas corpus in federal
court challenging both the conviction and sentence. Al-
though he raised nine grounds for relief, the fair-
warning claim was not among them. The district court
denied relief from Magwood’s conviction but granted
the writ as to his sentence. It concluded that the death
sentence was unconstitutional because the sentencing
court failed to find two statutory mitigating circum-
stances relating to Magwood’s mental state.

In September 1986, the sentencing court held a new
sentencing hearing at which it engaged in a ‘‘complete
and new assessment’’ of the evidence. After considering
the two new mitigating factors plus several others, it
concluded that they were outweighed by the same ag-
gravating circumstance as before—the murder of a
sheriff. The court entered a new judgment sentencing
Magwood to death. Once again, the sentence was up-
held on appeal.

For apparently the first time in the entire case, Mag-
wood raised a fair-warning claim in a state collateral
proceeding. The claim was rejected both at the trial
level and on appeal.

In 1997, Magwood returned to federal court seeking
to challenge both the conviction and the sentence. How-
ever, as the petition was filed after April 24, 1996, the
AEDPA now controlled. The act established highly re-
strictive limits on when a petitioner can file a ‘‘second
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or successive application’’ for habeas relief and re-
quires circuit court authorization before such an appli-
cation may be filed. Following this new protocol, Mag-
wood requested permission to file a new petition chal-
lenging his conviction. The Eleventh Circuit denied that
request.

However, at the same time, Magwood filed a petition
directly in the district court raising the fair-warning
challenge to the sentence. Upon its own initiative, the
district court concluded that this petition did not qualify
as ‘‘second or successive’’ because the petition chal-
lenged a new judgment. The court granted habeas relief
on the fair-warning ground and vacated the sentence.

The Eleventh Circuit reversed, concluding that the
fair-warning claim represented a second or successive
application for habeas relief. Magwood could have
raised the claim at the time of his first petition, but he
did not. In that circumstance, the AEDPA’s restrictions
on second or successive applications required dismissal
of the petition.

Roots in ‘Abuse of the Writ.’ What makes a habeas pe-
tition an improper ‘‘second or successive application’’
has always been an elusive concept. In its earliest incar-
nation, the writ of habeas corpus was immunized from
standard res judicata principles because there was no
appellate review of habeas decisions. As a result, a pe-
titioner could refile the same petition over and over
without limitation.

As appellate review was instituted and as the writ de-
veloped, limitations began to be placed on repetitive use
of the writ. While res judicata still did not apply, the Su-
preme Court gave federal courts discretion to dispose of
second and subsequent petitions relying on equitable
principles, including whether the claims in the petition
had been previously determined.

But what about claims that were first raised in a sec-
ond or successive habeas petition? For these claims, the
court developed a nebulous concept known as ‘‘abuse
of the writ.’’ Courts were given the authority to dismiss
where the failure to raise the claim earlier constituted
an ‘‘abuse of the writ.’’ What constituted an abuse of the
writ was not particularly defined for many years. The
general idea was that, if a petitioner had the opportu-
nity to raise a claim at the time of an earlier petition but
did not, then raising it in a later petition was abusive
unless the petitioner gave a good reason for the omis-
sion. Once again, equitable principles guided the courts
on what was an abusive practice.

Over time, the ‘‘abuse of the writ’’ concept became
more and more restrictive. This culminated with the Su-
preme Court’s decision in McKlesky v. Zant, 499 U.S.
467 (1981), written by Kennedy. In McKlesky, Kennedy,
for truly the first time, defined exactly what an abuse of
the writ would be. He grafted the restrictive ‘‘cause and
prejudice’’ procedural-default standard onto the abuse-
of-the-writ concept. The new rule was that a petitioner
could not raise a claim in a second or successive peti-
tion that had not been raised in a prior application un-
less the petitioner showed cause for the omission—
‘‘some objective factor external to the defense [which]
impeded [his] efforts’’ to raise the claim earlier—and
actual prejudice resulting from the error. If cause and
prejudice could not be shown, then it was an abuse of
the writ.

And then came the AEDPA in 1996. There can be no
doubt that the goal behind the statute was to make life

worse for habeas petitioners. Every change in the ha-
beas statutes was intended to restrict the availability of
habeas relief. And the Supreme Court, including Tho-
mas, has noted that the AEDPA’s goal was to promote
‘‘comity, finality [and] federalism’’ and to ‘‘reduc[e] de-
lays’’ in the execution of sentences. The court, includ-
ing Thomas, has also been mindful of these goals when
interpreting the language of the AEDPA.

At the same time, the AEDPA has never been consid-
ered a well-crafted statute. As Justice David H. Souter
once stated, ‘‘In a world of silk purses and pigs’ ears,
the Act is not a silk purse of the art of statutory draft-
ing.’’

The AEDPA altered habeas law with an eye toward
severely restricting the availability of second or succes-
sive petitions. The relevant statute, 28 U.S.C. § 2244,
provides that any claim presented in ‘‘a second or suc-
cessive habeas corpus application under section 2254’’
that was presented in a prior application ‘‘shall be dis-
missed.’’ A claim presented ‘‘in a second or successive
habeas corpus application’’ that was not presented in a
prior application also ‘‘shall be dismissed’’ except in
two highly specific situations: where the claim relies
upon a rule that the Supreme Court has made retroac-
tive on habeas review or upon newly discovered evi-
dence.

But the language ‘‘second or successive habeas cor-
pus application under section 2254’’ does seem to be
quite important. As the statute is written, a preliminary
question must be: What makes something a second or
successive application? That is the question that the Su-
preme Court agreed to decide in Magwood.

Context Drives Meaning of ‘Second or Successive.’ Be-
fore the Supreme Court, Magwood hinged his position
on the word ‘‘judgment.’’ He argued that the phrase
‘‘second or successive’’ applies only to an application
challenging the same state-court judgment. His 1997
petition challenged a new judgment, so it could not be
considered ‘‘second or successive,’’ according to him.

The state responded that the court’s interpretation of
the statute must be guided by the purposes of the
AEDPA—namely, to limit the availability of habeas re-
lief. The best way to effectuate that purpose is to ask
whether any individual ‘‘claim’’ is second or successive,
it contended. If the habeas petitioner had a full and fair
opportunity to raise the claim at the time of the first pe-
tition, then the claim had to be dismissed, the state said.

Writing for a five-justice majority, Thomas agreed
with Magwood’s literal interpretation of the statute. He
said that, while Congress did not specifically define
‘‘second or successive’’ and the phrase has been de-
scribed as a ‘‘term or art,’’ it certainly does not refer to
all 2254 petitions filed successively in time. Rather, the
meaning needed to be deduced from ‘‘the statutory con-
text.’’

Thomas zeroed in on the word ‘‘application.’’ It is
that word—and not, as the state suggested, the word
‘‘claim’’—that ‘‘second or successive’’ modifies, he said.
Thomas pointed out that the term ‘‘application’’ cannot
be defined in a vacuum. Or, as Magwood stated in his
reply brief, the statutory language must ‘‘refer to an ap-
plication for something.’’ According to Thomas, that
something is ‘‘an application for a writ of habeas corpus
on behalf of a person in custody pursuant to the judg-
ment of a State court,’’ as laid out in 28 U.S.C.
§ 2254(b)(1). In filing an application, a habeas peti-
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tioner is looking to invalidate a judgment and, when re-
lief is granted, the statute allows the state to seek a
‘‘new judgment.’’ Therefore, both the statutory text and
the relief the statute support the conclusion that the
phrase ‘‘second or successive’’ must be linked to the
judgment that the petition seeks to challenge, Thomas
concluded.

And Thomas went even further, rejecting the state’s
suggestion that the claim itself was ‘‘second or succes-
sive.’’ He emphasized that the errors that Magwood al-
leges are ‘‘new.’’ He explained, ‘‘An error made a sec-
ond time is still a new error,’’ particularly where, as
here, the state court conducted a full resentencing. To
visualize this concept, Magwood’s counsel at argument
drew an analogy to a situation where ‘‘smoke goes over
and pollutes somebody’s property’’ every year. Each
time it occurs, it would be a new claim, counsel said.
The analogy was not exact, but the general concept did
seem to carry the day.

A ‘Ratchet’ Favoring Petitioners. What can be said
about Thomas’s analysis? There is no doubt that this is
the most reasonable reading of the statute. It is a simple
application of well-established statutory construction
concepts. But it is quite surprising that this conclusion
would come so easy for Thomas. And, as Kennedy
pointed out in his stinging dissent, the court’s reading
of the statute turns the AEDPA’s bar against ‘‘second
and successive applications’’ into a ‘‘ratchet that favors
habeas petitioners.’’ As a result of the opinion, Mag-
wood is now allowed to raise a claim that he had a ‘‘full
and fair’’ opportunity to raise at an earlier time but did
not. What’s more, Magwood even can raise every single
challenge that he had previously raised in his first peti-
tion, even if they were specifically rejected. That runs
directly counter to the ‘‘comity, finality, and federal-
ism’’ that the AEDPA sought to promote. As Kennedy
put it, in passing a statute meant to limit the opportu-
nity for relief, how could Congress have intended ‘‘this
irrational result’’?

Thomas quickly brushed aside these policy concerns
in his opinion. ‘‘We cannot replace the actual text with
speculation as to Congress’ intent,’’ he stated. Thomas
does seem sympathetic to the state’s assertion that
much of the statute focuses on the word ‘‘claim.’’ But
that did not ‘‘entitle us to rewrite the statute to make the
phrase ‘second or successive’ modify claims as well,’’
he said. Staying faithful to the actual text of a statute is
consistent with Thomas’s judicial philosophy of consti-
tutional interpretation. He is a strong advocate of textu-
alism, which focuses on the actual words and grammar
in the Constitution in determining its meaning. Thomas
seems to be doing nothing more than applying that con-
cept to this statute.

Well, how about the abuse-of-the-writ doctrine? It is
almost impossible to reconcile this decision with abuse-
of-the-writ principles. And that is a valid concern here.
Even after the passage of the AEDPA, the court has
stated that the AEDPA incorporates abuse-of-the-writ
principles. And nobody would know those principles
better than Kennedy, who set out the history and mean-
ing of the doctrine back in 1991 in McKlesky. His dis-
sent makes a convincing case that this claim could not
have possibly survived under the abuse-of-the-writ con-
cept because Magwood had ‘‘every chance to raise his
death-eligibility claim in his first habeas petition.’’ Rais-

ing the claim for the first time in the second petition
was an abuse of the writ.

Thomas’s response to these concerns is clever but
seems to break with the court’s precedent. Thomas ac-
tually turned the AEDPA back around against the dis-
sent. He stated that, essentially, AEDPA has preempted
the abuse-of-the-writ laws: ‘‘AEDPA modifies those
abuse-of-writ principles and creates new statutory rules
under § 2244(b).’’ Thus, what the statute says is what
the court must follow. Thomas is essentially saying that
he is willing to accept the good with the bad with the in-
artfully drafted AEDPA. He can accept that the lan-
guage of the statute may lead to the rare positive result
for a habeas petitioner, knowing full well that, in prob-
ably every other circumstance, the language will be
read against the petitioner.

While ingenious, that analysis is in severe tension
with court precedent, which had held that abuse-of-the-
writ principles remain alive and well. But Thomas’s
analysis on this matter has not become binding prece-
dent: The three liberal justices who had otherwise
joined the majority opinion did not sign on to this part.
While these three justices filed a short concurrence,
they did not specifically explain their concerns with this
part of the decision. Instead, they focused on an issue
raised by the dissent: whether Magwood is inconsistent
with the court’s prior decision in Panetti v. Quarter-
man, 551 U.S. 930 (2007).

More on that question in a moment. But reading be-
tween the lines of the concurrence, the more liberal jus-
tices clearly were unwilling to go so far as to accept that
the AEDPA preempts abuse-of-the-writ principles. And
this is probably because the abuse-of-the-writ doctrine
was not as bad for habeas petitioners as the AEDPA, de-
spite the favorable result in Magwood.

Distinguishing Panetti. But still, we are talking about
Thomas (and Scalia) here. Thomas has routinely dem-
onstrated an animosity toward habeas petitioners and
an appreciation for the goals of the AEDPA. Despite his
love of textualism, it still feels a little out of left field
that he would come down so strongly here in favor of
Magwood when he so rarely agrees with habeas peti-
tioners.

And then there’s Ginsburg. How to explain Gins-
burg’s abandoning the remaining members of the lib-
eral bloc and joining the dissent?

Clues for these results can be found in the court’s de-
cision in Panetti, the case that was the focus of the con-
currence in Magwood. What’s funny is that, while Pan-
etti had a different judicial breakdown, it was in certain
ways the bizarro-Magwood: Kennedy wrote the major-
ity opinion for five justices—including Ginsburg and the
remaining members of the liberal bloc—while Thomas
wrote the dissent for four justices—including Scalia and
the rest of the conservative bloc. In other words, the
case featured the typical split you would find in habeas
cases.

In Panetti, the habeas petitioner had filed a second
habeas petition but had raised a claim that was not ripe
at the time of the first petition, i.e., that he was not com-
petent to be executed (a so-called Ford claim). For the
majority, Kennedy wrote that the AEDPA incorporated
the abuse-of-the-writ principle that a claim cannot be
considered second or successive if it was not ripe at the
time of the first petition. This is what the state had
sought in Magwood—a claim-based approach.
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In dissent, Thomas rejected that approach. Instead,
he relied upon an approach similar to the one that be-
came the basis of the majority opinion in Magwood:
The statute says a second or successive application
means ‘‘any subsequent federal habeas application
challenging a state-court judgment that had been previ-
ously challenged in a federal habeas application.’’ This
was the second petition challenging the same judgment,
so it had to be dismissed, Thomas said. This is what
Magwood asked for: an application/judgment-based ap-
proach.

In a savvy move, Magwood’s attorneys cited Tho-
mas’s dissent in Panetti in their briefs. And obviously
that strategy paid off. Thomas (and Scalia) admirably
showed a consistency of approach to the statute, willing
to stick to that reading even if it meant that the peti-
tioner won.

A similar thing can be said about Ginsburg. She stuck
with Kennedy’s claim-based approach that fell back on
familiar abuse-of-the-writ principles. So she remained
consistent in her view of how to apply the statute.

But why couldn’t she have done what the other lib-
eral justices did? Those justices joined the majority to
the extent of ruling in favor of the petitioner, but they
rejected Thomas’s suggestion that abuse-of-the-writ
principles had been preempted. In fact, in their concur-
rence, they stated that Panetti and Magwood ‘‘fit com-
fortably together.’’ Panetti was looking at a second pe-
tition challenging a single judgment while Magwood
was looking only at the first challenge to a new judg-
ment.

It appears that Ginsburg did not sign on to this view
out of practical concerns. At oral argument, Ginsburg
seemed worried about all the litigation that resulted
from Magwood’s original omission. She pointed out
that the federal courts ‘‘ha[ve] been put upon twice.’’ If
Magwood had simply brought the fair-warning claim
from the start, the federal courts would not have been
burdened with the second petition because, if he was
victorious the first time around, the death penalty could
not have been imposed.

Assuming that these concerns are what motivated her
vote, Ginsburg looked to equitable principles—
historically at the core of abuse of the writ—in deter-
mining the appropriate result. While it’s not the most
liberal position to stake out here, it is, once again, ad-
mirably consistent with the position she took in Panetti,
which relied upon abuse of the writ for its result, de-
spite the literal language of the statute.

Magwood’s Implications. The final question here is
what effect Magwood will have. There is no doubt that
it is a favorable opinion for habeas petitioners. The
most immediate effect would seem to be on capital ha-
beas petitioners since they are the category of prisoners
who will most likely be obtaining habeas relief on the
ground that a sentence was unconstitutional. At oral ar-
gument, the state said that a recent study showed that
13 percent of capital habeas petitioners are successful
on habeas review (interestingly, the number jumps to
18 percent if Texas is excluded) and 70 percent of those

victories relate solely to a constitutional violation at
sentencing.

That’s not a huge number, but it’s certainly not negli-
gible. For this small but real group of capital habeas pe-
titioners, Magwood provides a great deal of flexibility to
challenge a newly entered judgment in a future habeas
petition. Because the court broadly interpreted the
word ‘‘judgment’’ and the concept of what makes some-
thing a ‘‘new claim,’’ habeas petitioners will now be
able to raise new claims that weren’t raised earlier,
even though they could have been, as well as old claims
that had already been raised and decided against them.

And the flexibility does not end there. Anchoring the
decision to the word ‘‘judgment’’ would seem to gener-
ate ancillary effects. First, it would appear that, at least
under the circumstances presented in Magwood, the
relevant law for habeas purposes (known under the ha-
beas statute as ‘‘clearly established law’’) now becomes
the law in existence at the time of the new judgment. So
a habeas petitioner now may be able to take advantage
of a Supreme Court decision that was not available at
the time of the first judgment. This could conceivably
take a claim that was a sure-fire loser at the time of the
first judgment and turn it into a potential winner—a
huge benefit, to say the least.

Additionally, while Magwood concerned only a new
judgment after a grant of habeas relief, some habeas
petitioners conceivably will be able to obtain a ‘‘new
judgment’’ pursuant to a state collateral proceeding af-
ter the first habeas review has been completed. The
logic of Magwood would seem to apply with equal force
to that situation as well.

Then there’s the dissent’s grave concern that the
court’s decision in Magwood will now allow petitioners
like Magwood not only to raise new sentencing chal-
lenges in the second petition but also to challenge the
underlying judgment. As the dissent points out, a crimi-
nal judgment is typically understood to include the con-
viction and the sentence. It is easy to see how the rea-
soning of Magwood could extend to include challenges
to the conviction as well.

Thomas specifically leaves that question open for an-
other day. But he intimates at the close of the opinion
that the rule in Magwood would allow challenges to
only that part of the judgment that really is ‘‘new.’’ So if
there’s only a new ‘‘sentence’’ after a brand new sen-
tencing proceeding but not a new ‘‘conviction’’ after a
new trial, the ‘‘new judgment’’ rule will not allow for
challenges to the conviction.

That could work. But there is another approach that
is fully consistent with the goals of the AEDPA. A first
petition from a ‘‘new judgment’’ can advance only those
challenges that could have been made in state court at-
tacking the new judgment. In other words, if the state
courts have no problem allowing a certain challenge,
then federal courts should not be averse to entertaining
the claim on habeas review. Such a rule would no doubt
promote the ends of ‘‘comity, finality, and federalism.’’
At least on that limited point, it would seem that all the
justices would agree.
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